DruvStar – The Gaming Industry’s
Choice for Information Security

7 Ways that DruvStar’s MDR
Solves Your Cybersecurity Challenges
Savvy CISOs and IT leaders know what they need to do to build out a robust security posture, but so many
businesses don’t have the resources or bandwidth to do what it takes to get there. MDR (Managed Detection
and Response) solutions are becoming so popular because they solve this problem with lower investment, and
result in faster deployments with elevated levels of protection.
Risks come from inside and outside the property: IoT devices, Wi-Fi, room connections (network, phones, and
entertainment), phishing, zero-day vulnerabilities, employee behaviors, misconﬁguration, innocent oversight,
and employees working from home. The Managed Detection and Response service from DruvStar correlates,
monitors, and protects across all these attack surfaces.
DruvStar’s MDR solution solves many of the key challenges that IT leaders face when endeavoring to
build the internal capabilities to step up to this next generation of cyber-protection.

COST

SOLUTION

24x7 stafﬁng, tooling, training, and storage.
This quickly gets into 7 ﬁgures, meaning only
the largest businesses can absorb this burden.
For many IT departments, even asking for one
or two incremental heads can be a challenge.

DruvStar provides 24 x 365 coverage, market
leading technology, and storage for threat hunting
and RCA at a fraction of the cost to build an
in-house solution. Cybersecurity is a Business
Continuity need which requires incremental
investment while maximizing risk protection.

TOOLS

CHALLENGE

Purchasing tools to align with checklists yields
complexity and creates tooling overlap and
coverage gaps. Hiring and training staff to
manage, conﬁgure, and reap maximum
value from the chosen tools increases costs.
This drives underutilized assets and open
vulnerabilities.

DruvStar’s team are experts in security tooling,
some of which you may already be running. We
will evaluate your technology stack and
propose improvements where needed: uncovering
duplication of tool capabilities, exposing gaps, and
identifying opportunities for consolidation.

THREATS

Without a dedicated security team, keeping up
with the onslaught of new threat information is
impossible to manage. Important security tasks
fall to a lower priority against the day-to-day
activities of running your business.

DruvStar has integrated with nearly a dozen
leading threat intelligence sources, and our SOC
team continually monitor multiple cybersecurity
news feeds for the latest threats: checking
environments and updating tooling to sniff out
each one as they are identiﬁed.

SUPPORT

Simply installing a security solution isn’t
enough, even if that solution is touted as AI.
They need to be maintained, trained, and
monitored. Despite the publicity, AI-only
solutions still don’t provide the coverage
offered by live professionals

AI provides an additional layer of input to the
threat hunting process, and DruvStar’s solutions
make the most this. But DruvStar’s trained eyes
are also required to dig deeper, validate alerts,
hunt down the bad guys, and take the necessary
steps for complete recovery.

FATIGUE

When managing your own security posture,
the continuous events, alerts, and false positive
incidents can begin to wear on your team,
allowing issues to slip by undetected, and
leaving systems vulnerable when a real attack
occurs.

DruvStar was manages 5 billion events per
month, thousands of investigations, yet calls out
only true positives. We continually optimize to
eliminate noise and focus on speciﬁc indicators of
compromise, so when we alert a customer, they
know that the incident is genuine.

TIME

SOLUTION

Understanding the problem, quantifying the
solutions, budget approvals, RFPs, vendor due
diligence, training staff, deploying, conﬁguring,
and understanding the output all contribute to
an extended implementation timeline that can
sometimes be measured in years.

DruvStar goes from zero to a fully deployed,
conﬁgured, trained and alerting system in just four
weeks. Making the small changes required to
greatly improve your security posture begins
within just a few days of your engagement.

PEOPLE

CHALLENGE

There are very few trained cybersecurity
resources available to hire. Even if you do
acquire a skilled resource, it is hard for them to
maintain their capabilities when not defending
against a continuous broad range of attacks.

DruvStar’s teams continually deal with a high
volume of global and diverse attacks across multiple businesses. This collaboration builds a wellrounded security minded environment. Training,
certiﬁcations,
and
purple-team
exercises
contribute to security excellence in the group.

There are very few operators in the Gaming industry with the scale to justify building out an in-house
solution, and there’s only one cybersecurity provider with the hands-on gaming experience required to
truly understand your needs. DruvStar has over 100 years of combined gaming experience on the team.
We understand:

• Your regulatory concerns and needs.

• The cloud digital transformation.

• The need for strict access policies.

• Areas of vulnerability and risk.

• The need to run solutions on-prem,
and the desire to be in the cloud.

• The need to be able to work directly with your security provider.
• We don’t install and walk away.

Talk to DruvStar and let our MDR solution be your security solution. Schedule a live demonstration today!
Call (702) 427-4579
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